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Visual Inspection
Visual inspection is a common method of quality control, data acquisition, and data
analysis. Visual Inspection, used in maintenance of facilities, mean inspection of
equipment and structures using either or all of raw human senses such as vision,
hearing, touch and smell and/or any non-specialized inspection equipment. Inspections
requiring Ultrasonic, X-Ray equipment, Infra-red, etc. are not typically regarded as
Visual Inspection as these Inspection methodologies require specialized equipment,
training and certification.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_inspection
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Automated Optical Inspection
Automated optical inspection (AOI) is an automated visual inspection of printed circuit
board (PCB) (or LCD, transistor) manufacture where a camera autonomously scans the
device under test for both catastrophic failure (e.g. missing component) and quality
defects (e.g. fillet size or shape or component skew). It is commonly used in the
manufacturing process because it is a non-contact test method. It is implemented at
many stages through the manufacturing process including bare board inspection, solder
paste inspection (SPI), pre-reflow and post-reflow as well as other stages.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automated_optical_inspection
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Machine Vision
Machine vision (MV) is the technology and methods used to provide imaging-based
automatic inspection and analysis for such applications as automatic
inspection, process control, and robot guidance, usually in industry. Machine vision is a
term encompassing a large number of technologies, software and hardware products,
integrated systems, actions, methods and expertise. Machine vision as a systems
engineering discipline can be considered distinct from computer vision, a form
of computer science. It attempts to integrate existing technologies in new ways and
apply them to solve real world problems. The term is the prevalent one for these
functions in industrial automation environments but is also used for these functions in
other environments such as security and vehicle guidance.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_vision
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Computer Vision
Computer vision is an interdisciplinary scientific field that deals with how computers
can be made to gain high-level understanding from digital images or videos. From the
perspective of engineering, it seeks to automate tasks that the human visual system can
do.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_vision
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Machine Learning
Machine learning (ML) is the scientific study of algorithms and statistical
models that computer systems use to effectively perform a specific task
without using explicit instructions, relying on patterns and inference instead.
It is seen as a subset of artificial intelligence. Machine learning algorithms
build a mathematical model based on sample data, known as "training data",
in order to make predictions or decisions without being explicitly
programmed to perform the task.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
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Convolutional Neural Networks

Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/a-comprehensive-guide-to-convolutional-neural-networks-the-eli5-way-3bd2b1164a53

Impact of Computer Vision
Every ImageNet classification
contest winner since 2012 has
used deep-learning neural
networks

Traditional

Cognitive

Categories of CNN Models
Two core types of
models
• Classification
• Object Detection

There is choice…
Still the development in the area of CNNs is quickly progressing…

?

X86 Hardware with GPU
acceleration

X86 Cloud Resources
with GPU acceleration

Alternate Hardware with GPU
acceleration (e.G. IBM POWER)

Challenges
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Challenges
•

Complexity - available frameworks are for data scientists and developers

•

Images are taken out in the field

•

Process data on the edge or transfer huge
amount of data

•

Need for flexibility and ease of use.

•

Lighting conditions. Adapt to changes

Visual Insight
Concept
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Visual Insights
High-level capabilities are provided by IBM Visual Insights in addition to Open Source
Capabilities
Fully-integrated model building UI

•

Inspector-oriented UI & dashboards

•

Ongoing learning capability from SME feedback

•

Model Library

•

Model Management Services

•

Model Deployment Services

•

Scalable deployment at the Edge and in the Cloud

The solution is hardware agnostic and does not depend on
a specific camera or image technology

Model Management
Retraining/Learning
Open Source Visual
Recognition

GPU Acceleration

Model Deployment
Edge Management

Organization
(Roles/Responsibilities)

•

VI Components
Most of the components will be shown during the demo – we’ll explain alongside
•

User Interfaces and Dashboards

•

Model Management

•

Model Deployment Services

High Level Architecture and Deployment Options
Camera

VI Edge
Edge Client
Images

Physical
Edge

Models

Virtual Edge
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VI Center

VI Storage
Results

User Interface
Model/Edge
Management

Training /
Retraining

IBM SaaS
Power AI
x64 Server

Models
Images

IBM SaaS

x64 Server

Demo
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Cognitive Visual Inspection
Train
OK

NG

NG

NG

Deploy

NG

NG

?

review, classify, update

Advantages of Cognitive Visual Inspection
Traditional Visual Inspection

Cognitive Visual Inspection

• OCR/measurement rule based analytic methods
often results in high escape rates
• Weeks to re-program analytics to adapt to new
products & scenarios
• Difficult to scale due to proprietary all-in-one
approach (capture + analytics)
• Require maintenance windows to update firmware
and software impacting production throughput
• Closed system extensible by vendor only
• Local reporting only specific to single function

• Machine learning based analytic methods results in
low escape rates
• Days to re-train analytics to adapt to new products &
scenarios
• Easy to scale - agnostic to any image capture
• Use general purpose hardware makes it low cost to
run and operate
• No maintenance windows required using cloud
technologies
• Big Data Analytics platform to drive multiple
optimization scenarios across multiple work-cells

Business Case
Examples
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VI Solution Identifies Rail Inspection Issues
Business Challenge

Watson IoT Solution

Part of the safety and regulatory process
for rail is to complete rolling stock
inspections at regular intervals. These
are carried out in inspection yards/sheds
and are a mostly manual process.

For a PoC, an object detection model
was built, focusing on a relatively
common problem: open doors on
hopper carts. The model, built in just a
few days, was able to accurately identify
the location of open hopper doors from
a test set of over 250 images with >95%
accuracy

Maintaining consistency and reliability in
the inspection process can be a
challenge, with multiple issues to
address over a large area. Reducing the
time taken for inspection and improving
the reliability would be beneficial.

Client: NA-based technology provider
for railroads (reference not public)
Geo: North America
Industry: Rail
Solution: Visual Insights
29
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Client Value
The PoC was able to demonstrate the
potential for automated inspection of
rolling stock to quickly and reliably
identify and locate issues.

Drone Based Asset Inspection with IBM Visual
Insights
Business Challenge

Watson IoT Solution

Client Value

Manual building inspection process
takes an extensive amount of time to
complete, usually 4-6 weeks. It involves
mobilizing huge numbers of manpower
resources and is subject to human error
fatigue. Manual building inspection
process is expensive and costs anywhere
from $30 -40,000 USD / inspection.
Manual building inspection process
involves human hanging from tall
buildings and / or skyscrapers, thus
prone to human accidents due work -at height.

AI enabled drone for building inspection
reshapes the future. Flight path
automation & optimization enables
scalable inspection automation for
thousands of building globally. This
allows safer high definition, accurate and
complete data sets with intelligent flight
path setting. Generate accurate 3D
interactive models, for the visualization
of your assets and any faults or anomaly
they contain. Remove human error with
a robust visual inspection engine based
on IBM Visual Insights which is able to
distinguish a variety of faults on
different surfaces with faults location
information.

AI enabled drones can deliver better
results, shrinking the time taken from 6
weeks to a few hours. It eliminates costs
of rental of heavy equipment, cost of
manpower, and workers' insurance. The
solution only utilizes 1 aerial drone to
capture all the images of building
facades at heights, which eliminating all
potential fall-from-height mishaps. The
visual inspection model build on top of
IBM Visual Insights provide good
accuracy and defect detection capability.
The model is continuously improved
with time being without too much data
scientist involvement.

§
§
§
§
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Client: Singapore Technology
Company(reference not public)
Geo: Asia Pacific
Industry: Construction
Solution: Visual Insights
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Acoustic and Visual Analytics for Wind Turbines
Business Challenge

Watson IoT Solution

Many wind turbines are acoustically
instrumented today to adhere to noise
compliance regulations including noise
and vibration. Visual inspection of
turbines is needed periodically to
evaluate the soundness of the blades
and is currently a manual process that
requires considerable training and safety
considerations.

Watson IoT can provide an integrated
E2E solution that monitors, dispatches
technician and give step by step repair
instruction. Acoustic Insights can detect
bent fan blades, Visual Insights can show
where the defect is, and Maximo can
issue a detailed work order. PQI can run
a multi-modal correlated root cause
analysis and Equipment Maintenance
Assistant can show how to expertly
repair using what tools and supplies.

§
§
§
§
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Client: Turbine machinery owners
Geo: WW
Industry: Energy & Utilities
Solution: Visual Insights &
Acoustic Insights
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Client Value
Automation of inspection and repair
process:
•

Reduce inspection and repair time

•

Reduce training time

•

Provide a safer environment for
workers

•

Reduce downtime costs
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Visual Insights across industry & at the edge
Visual Inspection has application in a wide range of industries
Visual Insights can be applied across multiple
industries
Provides a ‘Disconnected Edge’ hybrid deployment
model which finds great application in
Manufacturing, Incoming Goods Reception and Field
Services.
Key requirement to score on the Edge for quick
response times, and no dependency on network
latency, availability

